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The Mueller Report confirms that RR and Mueller had a
TWO YEAR head start in prepping for possibility that a
Black Hat like Barr would become AG. It started
immediately with Sessions in Feb 2017.

When an AG recuses or is fired, per DOJ rules, the Deputy Attorney General becomes

the Acting Attorney General. First up was Sally @SallyQYates, then Dana Boente who

was there when Sessions recused.

Yates was fired January 30, 2017 over Russia and Flynn. There can be no doubt that

the DOJ and FBI leadership knew this for exactly what it was ... an attempt to control

the line of succession.

Trump was desperate to keep Sessions from recusing (and there is NO DOUBT that

this is obstruction of justice).

McGahn called to the very-upsent principal's office. Wah.

Dana Boente, then Acting AG with Session's recusal, authorized Comey to testify

about the existence of the Russia investigation.
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Rosenstein was nominated THE DAY AFTER Sally Yates was fired. Trump would

come to regret that decision.

Rosenstein became the Acting AG for Russia as soon as he was confirmed.

Shortly thereafter, Mueller was appointed. And Trump went crazy and obstructed

justice some more.

So without question RR and Mueller knew Trump was trying to get "his" AG in on the

Russia investigation FROM THE BEGINNING, and assuming RR is a White Hat

(which I believe), they have been planning for Barr from the beginning.

There are some things I'm not sure of. RR is Deputy AG, and with Sessions recused

the AAG for Russian Investigation. The report, though, says he was only Acting AG

for Russia through November, 2018. That is when Sessions was fired.

The report never mentions Matt Shitaker by name. It just says this (the footnote cites

a Trump tweet, lol).

Personally, I don't believe that Whitaker was ever really in charge of the Russia

investigation, although the report definitely contradicts that. In any event, if this is

the first moment that Trump got "his" AG in, then RR and Mueller were well warned

by this point.

The bottom line: POTUS is dead to rights on obstruction ESPECIALLY WITH

CONGRESS who has every right to be pissed. This is unbelievably egregious.

I believe I am starting to understand a few of the strategies that RR and Mueller have

employed to protect the investigation from Black Hats like Barr. I'll try to get to that

later.
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